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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The case described is of potential interest. However, the details supplied are very 

sketchy. For example, the case is of an adolescent with "fulminant myocarditis". What 

caused the myocarditis? Why was it necessary to treat the patient with ECMO? Why did 

the patient develop severe hypocalcaemia? With infusion of calcium to correct this, was 

there any overshoot? What happened to renal function? Could the authors please 

describe the state of inflammatory markers? How was the patient treated apart from 

ECMO?Did the patient, by any chance, receive warfarin or any other vitamin K analog, 

given that these induce calcification by inhibiting matrix Gla protein activation?  I find 

the description of the echocardiography result extraordinarily poor. For example, was 

there what happened to overall left ventricular function? Was there any evidence of 

constrictive or restrictive physiology?Might the patient have been septic?  Was any 

effort made to quantify and specifically localise calcium? For example, was there any 

valvular calcification?Why was there no cardiac MRI? What happened to the extent of 

myocardial calcification in the long term? If the patient recovered despite the 

calcification, is the calcification important??   Did the patient TRULY recover 

completely?? Was any study made regarding long-term calcification/fibrosis? 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The authors have elaborately described an unusual complication of ECMO therapy and 

selected cases from literature to perform a review. The manuscript describes a case of 

extensive myocardial calcification in a young male following VA-ECMO therapy.They 

also describe the literature regarding myocardial  calcification  following ECMO 

too.They describe the various plausible mechanisms for the phenomenon. Few 

comments- 1. The LV systolic and diastolic functions of the index case need to be clearly 

mentioned both during index visit and follow up. 2. Is there any difference in literature 

regarding myocardial calcification after VA or VV ECMO...effect of type of ECMO can 

be added in discussion 3. Few areas need language clarity and i have highlighted 10 

comments/corrections in the manuscript word file attached.Please respond to each one 

of them.       

 


